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Love & Hip Hop: New York (Series 7)

14 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. All the Way Up

Cardi B's newfound fame causes new problems, Yandy struggles to keep the family together, and
Juelz Santana hopes Kimbella will settle her beef with a longtime friend.

2. Strawberries

Bianca rekindles a working relationship with old flame DJ Drewski, Kimbella pops up on Juelz
Santana at the studio, and Snoop's flirtation with a potential artist leaves J at her wit's end.

3. Chest Pains

Yandy wants to keep the family together, but when Mendeecees' mother Judy spreads rumors
about Samantha, it leads the family into an all out war.

4. Get it Poppin

Yandy comes face to face with Erika and Samantha while J. Adrienne pops up and pops off on
Sofi Green. Rich's daughter checks his new girlfriend and Cardi B loses her mind over Swift's new
girlfriend.

5. Past & Present

Drewski is torn between business and pleasure while Kimbella discovers things are not as they
seem with Juelz. Rich Dollaz tries to manage the fallout after his girlfriend Jade runs into a ghost
from his past.

6. Lock & Key

Bianca puts her feelings on the line with Drewski, leaving Sky to intervene. Snoop confronts her
past while she and J make a big decision about their future. Yandy takes her beef with Erika to a
new level.
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7. Secret's Out

Bianca seeks revenge on Mariahlynn while Drewski tries to win Sky over. Rich tips off DJ Self
about Cisco and Yandy drops a bomb that changes the game.

8. Firing Squad

Remy Ma makes a bold business decision while Mariahlynn juggles professional drama and family
struggles. Peter Gunz attempts to restore order to the Creep Squad, only to have it blow up in his
face.

9. Coo Coo for Koko

Papoose surprises Remy Ma with a gift while Yandy meets with a mystery someone who might
have some news about Samantha. Peter Gunz and Cisco come face to face for a second time.

10. Don't Mess with the Exes

Peter Gunz tries to convince Rich to make amends with Cisco while Drewski confronts Sky's trust
issues. Yandy and Judy confront Erika and Samantha about the tape recordings.

11. Creepin' Back

Amina gives birth to Baby Bronx and Cardi B gets an unexpected letter from Tommy. Remy Ma
surprises Papoose with a special gift and Kimbella puts Yandy in the middle of her relationship
with Juelz.

12. Cancún (Part 1)

Yandy brings an uninvited guest to Mexico which fuels her conflict with Kimbella and Juju's book
stirs up some unexpected drama. Back in New York, DJ Self gets revenge on Cisco Rosado.

13. Cancún (Part 2)

Yandy confronts Juju again about the book, Tara and Amina are face to face for the first time in
over a year, and an unexpected guest shows up at Lil Mendeecees' birthday party.

14. The Sit Down

In the Season Finale, the women in Mendeecees' life get together for a final sit down. Sky gives
Drewski a dose of his own medicine while Swift reveals his feelings to Cardi B.


